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whence the smaller star was in the south-preceding quad
rant. In addition to the authorities for magnitude quoted 
by Herr Falb, it may be mentioned that both components 
are found in the last Greenwich Catalogue ( r864) ; the 
preceding star is there called 8 mag., and the following 
one 7· If we transform the differences of R.A. and 
N.P.D. in this catalogue into angle and distance, there 
results for about 

1866·95 Angle 224°'5 Distance 36"·4 
a<Treeing as c1osely with Struve's measures as could be 

The principal or following component of 
>.; 747 is Bradley 8or, and its position for the beginning 
of the present year is in R.A. 5h. 28m. 54s·4, and N.P.D. 
96' 5' 39"; it is 8' distant from ' Orionis, on an angle of 
2250· 

'fHE VARIABLE STAR R HYDR£.-Observations of this 
star in southern latitudes are much needed for affording a 
better insight into the law of variation than we yet possess. 
That the period has greatly diminished since the time of 

is beyoi!d doubt; SchOnfeld makes it about 500 
days fqr the year 1708, 487 days for 1785, and 437 days 
fqr r.87q, It Wil-S pointed out by Argf:lai!fier th,at gopd 
comparison are too low for favouraple observati()n 
ii). :):':uropean latitudes. Accordin'- tO fhe 
ipyolving E 2 and £3, given in Schonfeld s cat<!-lOgfle, 
a rnaxirmm1. wpu)q occur on the 25th of al)d 
tl)e following one falls r876, May 10. The mil)irnl.lm, 
which by S.cpmidt's observations occurs zoo days before 
the I).J.axi!J1um, will not be observable in t!J.e pr,esent 
At greatest brightness the star is fmmd to vary from 4·o 
to 5"5· Its position for J87s is in R.A. I3h. 22p1. s3s., 
an<i N.P.D, 1 !2° 38'·o. 

WINN,E:CE.E'S COiVJET.-Tl)is body is 110\Y 

and it is prpbable that the observatiops w)?.ich have beer 
secured will b.e few in number. It is nev.ertheless evi!fe)lt 
that the eleme11ts are very well deteriiJiped, a very small 
acceler:j.tion which is also indicated ip. previous revo!u
tiQDS being sufficient to produce an exact agreement 
between Pr'qf. Oppolzer's calculatio11S and tl)e result qf 
the first Marseilles observation. Reference was lately 
m<J.de to the VIenna astronomer's suspicion of identity of 
this · comet with one of the ·imperfectly opserved com.ets 
of r8o8-tbq.t \vas disc.overed by Pops Pll 6,th 
<tnd seen again on the 9th. On examining the niatter 
more closely th.ere c,tppears to be strqng re<J.so:ns to 
this inference, upon . which we may enter ir a future 
notice. 

THE ZoDIA.CAL LIGHT.- Another conspicuous expipj
tion 0f tpis phenomenon was .observable in the neighbour
hood of Lqri,don on tl1e evellipg of February 25. The sky 
,iras very vaporous, and the smaller stars usually visible 
without a telescope were not discerned, but soon after 
S P.M. the light was quite a marked object in the heavens: 
it did not present the lemon tinge which is commonly. the 
case when the sky is clear, but rather resembled the light 
of the Milky Way, except that it was of much greater 
intensity. It could not be traced that evening beyond the 
constellation Musca. 

NEW MINOR PLANET.-Le Verrier's of Feb. 
27 announces the discovery of a new member of the minor 
planet group by Herr Palisa at the Observatory of Pola 
on the 23rd. Its position at 8h. 42m. local time was in 
R.A. 9h. 57m. 56s., N.P.D. 76° 14'. The planet is of the 
twelfth magnitude. 

SCIENCE AT THE NEW PARIS OPERA 

T HE New Paris Opera has excited a great deal of 
attention among all classes, both on the Continent 

and in England. Every effort has been made to 
the building perfect in all.respects, and t'? ca!ry ou.t 1t.s 
construction in harmony with the latest scientific pnnci-

pies. Some recent numbers of La LVature contain a 
series of articles by M. G. Tissandier on the new 
building, to show in what manner the principles of 
science have been made to conduce to the welfare and 
comfort of art. A few of the points in these articles we 
shall bring before our readers, as also some of the 

which have been obligingly lent us by 
the propnetors of our sister journal. M. Tissandier 
deals first with the subject of Warming and Ventilation. 

It is not astonishing that the ventilation of theatres 
has bee?- effected. in a. very i!1complete fashion, when 
we consider the d1fiiculttes wh1ch stand in the way of 
a complete solution. "A theatre is composed not of a 
single compartment, like every other place of assembly 
but of three vast contiguous compartments: the hall (o; 
auditorium), the corridors, and the stage, all which, at 
certain times are separated, at others connected by vast 
openings. To this first difficulty must be added the action 
of the lustre, which causes a strong current of sonorous 
waves towards the ceiling, greatly to the detriment of the 
acoustics and to the equality of temperature in the various 
parts pf t9e auditorium. qf t)le 

in tters ol!e a):>ove· th!'! other iiPP.l?:' the 
;li)d not homonta!ly, adds ll. qJ:lstilC1t: tp 

efficacious renewal of the air. Moreover, the conditions 
of the problem are cpnstanpy cl)angipg. pefore 
the ei!trance of the pq):llic tfl.e heating may 
place downwards <:trd PY the ()rdinary meap's ; bJ.)t, ppce 
th.e public have admitted apd t}J.e CJ.)rtiJ.in raised, a 
consiqerable mass of air, · that of the stage, is put into 
communication wit):) the body of the theatre. Be.tw.een 
the acts this conmrunicatio11 ceases; put,qp. the qt}J.er 
there are from r,ooo to I,500 persons, just 50 many Hying 
stoves, and some pundreqs of gas-jets, which heat and 
gradually vitiate the atmosphere. Hence a change must 
be introduc.ed in the v.entilatioi1 ; still another ch.q.rige 
when the curtain is raised ; and all this to be n1odified 
according to tpe seasRn.;' * . ... . . , 

At the commencement of the presei)t century the 
Marquis de Chavapnes devised a system, .YlJ.ic}} was tried 
at Covent G;:trdep Theatre, ai)d w)lich coptajped th,e prin-
ciple of all the methods since invented. · 

TJ::te he;1ting of the stage wq.s eftected by s,t.eam 
cyljnde.rs, shown at M, in Fig. r. Ventilation too\{ at 
N iih,qve. Tl).e audit.cirium was lfeated by the large s,tove 
B, which by cylindrical pipes sends warm air under the 
flooring of the boxes a11d into the staircases. A.t R the 
vitiated air of the box;es ;met, qrawn off by th.e openj;ngs 
A A. A. The vitiate<} air of the body of the theatr.e qrq.wn 
up;wards by th.e lustre, reached .0, having tr<J.:v.e!:sed 
the openings P P. 

In r8z8 a commission, composed of Berard, Cadet de 
Gassicourt, Marc, and d'Arcet, was entrusted in France 
with an investigation into the principles of the ventilation 
of theatres. Fig. 2 represents the arrangement devised 
by d' Arcet, who took advantage of the lustre to convey 
outside the air vitiated by the combustion and by the 
breail1 of the audience. The warm air is introduced into 
the corridors by the openings C C C ; it enters the 
auditorium by passing under the flooring of the boxes, 
in the direction of the arrows. The exit of the air takes 
place at U ; it may be regulated above the lustre by 
means of the movable traps at T. It is also accomplished 
at V, by passages which are united in the central 
chimney. 

These systems had serious drawbacks. An attempt at 
improvement was made in r86r, during the construction 
of the new theatres in the Place clu Chatelet. For the 
purpose of inve.stigating the question a commission was 
nominated, pres1ded over by M. Dumas, Perpetual Secre
tary of the Academy of Sciences, and having for reporter 
General Morin, Director of the Conservatoire des Arts 
et ·Metiers. After many experiments and many contra-

* "Traite pratique du et de la ventilation," by V. Ch. Joly. 
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dietary ad vices, they fixed on the arrangements advocated 
since r86o by M. Trelat.* The system was found, how-
ever, to be ineffective. . . 

The question was in tlus state when M. C. Garmer 
was called upon to construct the new theatre, which at 
present justly attracts the attention of all. 

The arrangements adopted in the New Opera, without 
being exactly new, are remarkably improved ; if the 
principles upon which they are founded are almost the 
same as those referred to above, an effort has been made 
to apply them under the conditions best calulated to 
ensure a favourable result. 

Offourteen large stoves fixed in the underground part 
of the building, some, by means of hot water, beat the 
administrative department, the stage, and the rooms of 
the :artistes ; others, by hot air, the auditorium, the green 
rooms, and the staircases. The daily consumption of 
these fires has been estimated at IO,ooo kilogrammes of 
coal-nearly ten tons. ·· 

The water and air heated by the stoves are distributed 
by brass pipes, the heating surface of which is about 
z,z 50 square m_etres, their length nearly five kilometres. 
Those filled with hot water are contained in grooves 
in the masonry ; the air coming from without circu
lates around their surface, is heated, and escapes by 650 

· 
For the auditorium and its approaches recourse has 

been had to water-stoves, which give a very consi<'.erable 
renewal of air. " The apparatus to the number of ten," 
says M. Nuitter, "are supplied by twelve furnaces, 
whose power represents a steam-engine of 120-horse
power. It was necessary to employ apparatus of this 
power, for as they are only used in the days of perform
ance, they are not kept tonstantly lighted, and they must 
rapidly raise the temperature of spaces whose capacity is 
not less than 9o,ooo metres. They must, moreover, pro
vide in the auditorium for a renewal of air which may 
reach 8o,ooo cubic metres per hour; thus we must reckon 

FIG. I.-Ventilation of a T heatre (Chavannes• FrG. 2.-The System of d'Arcot. 

the warm air heaters at from 6oo to 7 0 0 square metres, 
and the hot water ones at from I,zoo to I,Joo square 
metres." 

Ventilation is effected by means of supplies of air, the 
openings for which measure from twenty-four to thirty 
square metres. The cupola of the auditorium is pierced 
by bulis'-eyes, and is also supplied with openings arranged 
above the lateral galleries. Fig. 3 shows the cupola seen 
from above ; it shows the vast conduits which carry off the 
internal air by means of the draught of the !';Istre. The 
supplies of air are regulated by thirty-four registers, large 
valves of 1% metres long and i metre high, placed around 
the cupola. A large sheet-iron chimney, eight metres in 
diameter, surmounts the ventilating erection, and leads to 
the lantern which surmounts the cupola. 

Thanks to these excellent arrangements, thanks also 
to the large proportions of the corridors, there is reason 

* "La Theatre et 1' Architecte." 

to l•ope that in th e new Opera aeration will be accom
plished under satisfactory conditions, and that in this 
new building the constructors will have approached as 
nearly as possible to that solution of a problem whose 
difficulties have been pointed out above. 

. The of !he N e_w Opera has been accomplished 
with considerable 1ngenu1ty. The whole of the gas-pipes 
represent a length of twenty-five kilometres on which are 
adjusted 714 . The dangers on the ordi
nary method of ltghtmg a stao-e by naked footlights are 
well kn?wn .. The footlights ofthe New Opera arefonned 
of gas jets w1th reversed flames, each flame being com
plt;tely enclosed, so that only the light escapes, the heat 

conveyed outside. Each jet is so constructed that 
1f the glass which . encloses it is broken, the flame becomes 

an automatic arrangement. In Fig. 4, E 
the conductmg tube of the gas. It is lighted by raising 

It at D, above its vertical glass. When it is placed upon 
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its glass the flame is drawn downwards by a powerful 
current of air which circulates in a lower pipe to which 

FIG. 3·- -Yc:ntilatiJ;g Apparatus of the Ne-.,;.· (Frotn rvr. Nuitter's work.) 

the tube B is fitted. Owing to the draught the burner 
does not become heated, and the hand may be placed 

upon it without being burnt ; the robe of a 
_.;7 D • l dancer may without danger brush it, since 

/..,., - 1 the fla1ne is proQuced in an enclosed -space. 
If the glass A is accidentally broken,. 
the bumer E, mounted on a piwt, is 
lowered at C, and by this movement sets · 
in motion a small valve, which shuts off 
the gas, and the light is thus put out. 
The jets of the footlights are arranged in 

A series of twelve, and number in all r2o. 
These I2o lights may be raised to the 
height of the stage, or lowtred undemeath 
the prompter's hole, below the flooring of 
the front stage, by a mechanism which 
draws them all together, and which two 
men can easily move. 

By a very ingenious arrangement all 
the lights in the theatre can be lowered 

B suddenly so as to produce a night-effect, 
without the least danger of any of them 

FtG. 4· - Gas-jet, • h d 
with reverscc.l being extingUts e . 
used in the footlig hts One of the most important applica
ofthe NcwOpera tions of science in the New Opera is 
the use made of electricity, which we shall describe in 
another article. 

(To be continued.) 

ENGLISH GOVERNMENT ECLIPSE EXPE
DITION, r875 

INSTRUCTIONS TO OBSERVERS.* 
r.-Spectroscopic Obser-vations-Objects to be attained. 

THE objects to be attained mainly the 
mination, so far as may be posstble, of the chemtcal 
constitution of the chromosphere and of the coronal atmo-

* Drawn up b}• the Eclipse Committee of the R l)yal Society. 

sphere; of the height to which the various vapours ex
tend from the photosphere, and of the order in which they 
thin out. It is anticipated that the chromosphere, at 
all events, may be very rich in ultra-violet rays. The 
solar spectrum has already been photographically com
pared with metallic vapours from G some distance out
wards: The oper.ations, therefore, will be mainly photo
graphic, glass bemg employed as little as possible to 
produce the .necessary dispersion, and replaced by quartz. 
!he <:-ttack. ts twofold, spectroscopes being used in con

w1th for obtaining line spectra, and 
pnsmat1c cameras bemg employed for the purpose of 
obtaining images of the chromosphere and coronal atmo
sphere built up by the rays emitted by its various consti
tuents. The prismatic camera will probably oive the 
best results with regard to the height and of 
the various layers, while the general nature of the spec
trum beyond H, i.e. whether it is continuous, channel
spaced, or lined, will be best determined by the ordinary 
spectroscopes. 

Adjustment of Spectroscopes. 
Take out camera, and determine focal point for blue 

rays by rec.eiving image of sun on ground glass, and by 
usmg solntton of sulphate of copper in ammonia in front 
of: objo:ct-glass. (The strength cf solution to be deter-

. mmed beforehand such that uo light less refrangible than 
G should pass at all, and that the cen.tre of o-ravity of 
spectrum is H, cr outside it.) ' "' 

To determine focus of coHirriator, reinsert camera and 
sliding portion of collimator attached to slit-plate 

ttll the lines of the spectrum at or outside H are clearly 
defined. 

All prisms to be set for minimum deviation of H. 
To pooper distance of slit-plate from telescope, 

throw tmage of sun on, so as to cover half the slit and 
adjust the spectroscope to such a distance that the 
of the spectrum of the photosphere at H is perfectly hard. 

Photographs should be employed for ascertainino- the 
focus; the slits to be clean, and adjusted so th';.t at 
least three lines be seen between the two H's. No photo
graph need be examined . which will not bear a mag· 
nifying power of ten times. It must be remembered that 
a difference of I·IOooth of an inch is · of importance in 
such adjustments. The best definition with the dispersion 
employed will be attained when the line in the middle 
between the H lines is seen double. 
- The hardness of the sun's limb to be determined photo
graphically in the same manner .. 

If power to incline the plate is obtained, the part of the 
plate to receive the more refrangible rays will, of course 
be nearer to objective of camera, as in the case of all non: 
achromatic lenses. The angle to be determined by ex
J=eriment. The spectrum should fall on the plate so that 
G falls close t? one edge, the central and oti1er portions 
of the plate bemg reserved for the more refrangible end of 
the spectrum. 

Care must be taken that the axes of the collimator and 
of the telescope be coincident. 

Adjustment of PrismaHc Camera. 
This instrument is to be adjusted like an ordinary 

spectroscope by means of collimator placed in front of its 
prism. By application of external collimator, the prism 
is to be set to minimum deviation of H, the hydrogen 
line near G falling near one edge of the plate. 

Before this instrument is put on the telescope, the prism 
thus adjusted should be taken off and perfect parallelism 
of the tubes obtained by observing the images of the sun 
or star. 

The subsequent inclination of the two axes will be 
determined by taking photographs of spectrum with or 
without a collimator, so that ring corona near G will be 
the least refrangible portion of spectrum on plate, while 
the sun falls on the. steel plate of the telescop e to which 
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